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INTRODUCTION 
Let p be a prime and set q = pr. By F, we denote the finite field with q 
elements. Let V be the F,-vector space of maps Fz -+ F,. It has a canonical 
basis of characteristic functions of elements of Ft. If f is a rational function 
in F,(X) whose only poles are at X= 0 and at X= cc we can associate to 
f a “word” ( = element of I’) by c(f)(x) = Tr( f (x)) with Tr the trace from 
F, to F,. On the other hand there is the Artin-Schreier curve X, given by 
Yp- Y=f: The weight w(c(f)) (= number of non-zero entries) of c(f) is 
related to the number of points on the complete non-singular curve X, by 
If one varies f through a F,-vector space A of rational functions one 
obtains a code C, ( =linear subspace of V) consisting of the words c(f). 
Thus the weight distribution of C, is related to the variation of the number 
of points on the curves Yp - Y = f, f E A. In general it is very difficult to 
obtain information on the weight distribution of C,, but if the curves are 
elliptic curves the problem is more accessible. In case the vector space A 
consists of the functions aX+ l/X (a E FY) the corresponding codes are 
related to the duals of the so-called Melas codes. For p = 2 one finds elliptic 
curves Y2 - Y = aX+ l/X, but for p > 2 the curves have higher genus. In 
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[S-V] the weight distributions of the Melas codes and related codes for 
p = 2 were determined using results on elliptic curves. 
In this paper we study the ternary case. We study the the jacobian of 
the Artin-Schreier curve YP- Y= aX+ l/X over F, and show that it is 
isogenous to a product of an abelian variety with itself. For p = 3 this 
abelian variety is an elliptic curve and we use this and the theory of elliptic 
curves to determine the weight distribution of the Melas code and related 
codes. The weight distribution of the dual of the ternary Melas code 
involves class numbers of binary quadratic forms. Using the MacWilliams 
identities we derive the weight distribution of the ternary Melas codes and 
express it in terms of the traces of Hecke operators on cusp forms for the 
congruence subgroup f,(3) of SL(2, i?). 
Next we establish in an elementary way a relation between the number 
of points of the curve Z,,, defined by Yy- Y = aXY”‘pl over Fyzm and 
the number of points of the curve M, defined by Yy - Y = bX+ l/X with 
b = aymtl over F,,. Since # Z, m(Fy2m) is related to the weights of the dual 
Zetterberg code we find a relation between the weight distribution of the 
Zetterberg code and the Melas codes and thus obtain for p = 3 the weight 
distribution of the ternary Zetterberg code. We give an alternative proof of 
the relation between the cardinality of Zu,,n(F,,2m) and that of Mh(Fym) by 
establishing a relation between Gauss sums and Kloosterman sums. 
After we obtained our results our attention was drawn by G. Lachaud to 
a letter of N. Katz to D. Harris which contains some of our results on the 
jacobian of the curve Y3 - Y = aX+ l/X. Our results answer a question 
posed in that letter. 
1. THE ARTIN-SCHREIER CURVES Y p - Y = aX + l/X 
Let p be an odd prime and set q = pr. Consider the complete 
non-singular curve X, over F, whose function field is F,(X, Y) with Y 
satisfying 
Yp- Y=aX+ l/X with aEFy, a#O. 
This curve has genus g = p - 1. Moreover, it is hyperelliptic with hyper- 
elliptic involution z defined by 
(X Y) + (l/ax, Y). 
It admits an action of Z/p& with b E Z/pZ acting by pb: Y + Y + b. 
Furthermore, we have an involution 5 defined by 
(X, Y) + ( -x, - Y). 
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Together this defines an action of the dihedral group D, of order 2p and 
this action commutes with that of 1. 
It is easy to see that r has two fixed points on X,, which by the Hurwitz- 
Zeuthen formula 
2g - 2 = 2(2g(X,/z) - 2) + 2 
yields the genus g(X,/x) of x&, 
The canonical morphism rcn,: X, +X,/r induces a homomorphism of 
jacobians 
Nm(n,): Jac(X,) --) Jac(X,/z) 
with a connected kernel. Let us call this kernel P. Then the jacobian 
J= Jac(X,) is isogenous to a product 
Jc Jac(X,/r) x P. 
We shall show that P is isogenous to J, = Jac(X,/t). For this it is enough 
to show that 
Jac(X,/z) n p,(Jac(X,/z)) is finite 
for b #O and with pb the action of ph on J. Indeed, if we view J, as an 
abelian subvariety of Jac(X,) via the morphism (x7)*, then the morphism 
J, x J, + J, (e,e’)+e+p,(e’) 
has finite kernel and for dimension reasons it is then an isogeny. 
Let I be a prime different from p and let T( = T,(J) be the Tate module 
of J. This is a Z,-module of rank 2g. We set V, = T,@ Q,. The group D, 
naturally acts on this Qe,-vector space. Under the action of t the vector 
space V, splits into * 1-eigenspaces 
We can identify V+ with T,(J,) 0 QI, hence it is of dimension g. Under the 
action of Z/pZ we have a decomposition 
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where x runs through the characters of Z/pZ and V,,, is the corresponding 
eigen space. 
For simplicity we now take I= 2. 
(1.1) LEMMA. We have Vz,, = (0) and dim V,,, = 2 for non-trivial x. 
ProoJ Let J[2] be the group of points of order 2 of J. This group is 
isomorphic to (Z/PZ)‘~ and D,, acts on it. We have a natural equivariant 
map 
T, + J[2]. 
It suflices to show that the action of Z/pZ on the F,-vector space J[2] has 
the eigen spaces as in the statement after tensoring with an algebraic 
closure. 
Consider the fixed points Pi, Q, (Jo Z/p??) of 1, the Weierstrass points of 
the hyperelliptic curve X,. Here the indices are chosen such that 
x(P,, = -xCQ,,, Pb(Pj) = pjtb, T(Pj) = ei 
It is not difficult to see that the elements 
a,=p,-p,,, and P,=Qj-Q,+I Lie UPZ) 
are generators of J[2] with the only relations 
p,=o, cp,=o. 
Indeed, suppose there is another independent non-trivial relation between 
the E’S and the p’s, Using (*) we find a minimal non-trivial relation of the 
form 
where 0 < r < p/2. On a hyperelliptic curve this implies that this divisor is 
linearly equivalent to rgk. Indeed, on a hyperelliptic curve any complete 
linear series g; of (projective) dimension s and degree d is of the form 
sgi + F with F the fixed part, an effective divisor of degree d - 2s. But 
c;= I Pi(k) + c;= I Qi(kj is not linearly equivalent to rgi. 
Therefore, if k E Z ,0 is such that p 1 (2k - 1) we have the eigen vectors 
vj = 1 $xi, w, = 1 g/3; 
in J[2] 0 F2k with eigen values c;‘. This proves the lemma. 
481/139’1-18 
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(1.2) PROPOSITION. Jac(X,/r) is isogenous to P. 
ProoJ: We show that J, n p,(J,) is finite for b # 0. Suppose J, n p,(J,) 
has dimension ~0. Then T,(J, np,(J,)‘)OQ$, (where 0 denotes the 
connected component) has dimension 32 and t acts trivially on it. 
Moreover, by the relation 
we see that pb acts trivially, a contradiction with the preceding lemma. 1 
(1.3) LEMMA. Jac(X,/r) possesses a canonical point of order p. 
ProojI Let p. (resp. p, ) be the point lying over 0 (resp. co) of X,. 
Then p. - pm is a point of order p and it lies in Jac(X,/r). 1 
In the particular case that p = 3 we find that Jac(X,) is isogenous to 
E, x E, with E, the elliptic curve over F, whose function field F,(X, Y)’ is 
generated by 
u=x=, v= XY, and w= Y2. 
We have the relations 
v2 = uw, V(W-l)=aU+l. 
This defines an elliptic curve with j = ap3. If a E F: varies then all jE FJ 
occur once. 
For each non-zero value of j there are two elliptic curves (up to 
isomorphism over Fq) with this j-value. One has q + 1 - t points, while the 
other has q + 1 + t points for some t = t(j). If we denote the number of 
points by q + 1 - t, then, since E, has a point of order three, we observe 
p 1 q + 1 - t, i.e., 
t=l (mod 3). 
(1.4) COROLLARY. E, with its point of order three is the universal elliptic 
curve with r,(3)-structure and with Aut(A) = kid. 
The number of isomorphism classes of elliptic curves with exactly 
q+ 1 - t points over F, is known, see [W, S]. We consider the case, where 
The number is then 
t=l (mod 3). 
H(t2-4q) if t2<4q 
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and zero otherwise. Here H(d) denotes the Kronecker class number, i.e., 
the number of SL(2, Z)-equivalence classes of positive definite binary 
integral quadratic forms 4 = aX* + hXY + cY* with discriminant A, each 
class l-41 being counted with weight 2/# Aut(4) with Aut(b) the group of 
orientation preserving automorphisms of 0. 
Note that if E, has q + 1 - t points over F, then the curve X, has 
q + 1 - 2t points over F,. 
2. TERNARY MELAS CODES 
Let q = 3’ with r > 2. By Tr we denote the trace map F, + F,. Let I’ be 
the vector space over F, of all maps F,* + F,. It has a basis consisting of 
the characteristic functions of the elements of Fy*, hence V can and will be 
identified with (F3)*- ‘. 
We define a code M(q)’ of dimension 2r over F, by 
M(q)‘= c(a,b)~V:c(u,h)(x)=Tr 
This notation refers to the fact that this code is the dual of the ternary 
Melas code M(q) which is the restriction to F, of the cyclic code M’(q) 
with zeroes CC, c1-’ with CC a generator of F:. Indeed, M’(q)l is the cyclic 
code over F, with zeroes 1, a2, a3, . . . . tlyP3, so this code consists of the 
polynomials 
4 -2 
act’+ba~‘)X’~F~[X]/(X~~~- 1) with a,b~F,. 
Thus one sees that M’(q)l = { x + (ax + b/x) : a, b E F,} and by Delsarte’s 
theorem (see [M-S]) we obtain 
Tr((M’(q)‘) = U%,(M’(q)))’ = M(q)‘. 
(2.1) LEMMA. The weight w(u, 6) of a word c(u, b) satisfies the following: 
(i) ~(0, 0) = 0, 
(ii) ~(0, 1) = ~(0, 2) = 2q/3, 
(iii) w(u, 0) = 2q/3 for a # 0, 
(iv) w(u, b)=w(uh, 1)for b#O, 
(v) Ma, l)=q-f(#X,(F,)+l). 
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Proof Property (iv) follows from the fact that the F,*-action on 
M(q)l: c(a, 6) + c(za, 2-l 6) preserves weights. Property (v) follows since 
w(a, l)=q-l-$#(xEF~:Tr(ax+l/x)=O} 
=q-l-+#XI)(F,), 
where X,0 is the affrne Artin-Schreier curve given by Y3 - Y = aX+ l/X for 
X # 0. Now use 
# X,(F,) = # X,O(F,) + 2. 
The rest is left to the reader. 1 
(2.2) THEOREM. The non-zero weights in the dual Melas code M(q)l are 
2(q-l+t) 
w,= 
3 
with t EZ, t2<4q and t = 1 (mod 3). 
For t # 1 the frequency of w, is (q - 1) H(t2 - 4q); the weight w1 = 2q/3 has 
frequency (q- l){H(l-4q)+2}. 
Proof: This follows from Lemma (2.1) above and the results of 
Section 1. 1 
Closely connected to X, are the curves X,,, (resp. X,, s) defined by 
Y3- Y=aX+ l/X+y (resp. Y3 - Y= aX+ l/X+ 6) 
where y (resp. 6) is an element of F, with Tr(y) = 1 (resp. Tr(6) = 2). We 
have 
# J’u,,(F,) + # Xu,,(F,) + # J’,(F,) = 6 + 3(q - 1) 
since for XE F: exactly one of the expressions ax + l/x, ax + l/x + y, 
ax + l/x + 6 has trace zero, so over each such x there lie three points on 
the union of these three cur-i/es. Mor~eover. we have 
i.e., if 
then 
#X,(F,)=q+ 1-2t 
#X,,,= #X,,,:(F,)=q+ 1 + t. 
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Therefore, we can determine the complete weight enumerator of M(q)‘: if 
a word c(a, 6) has weight 2(q - 1 + t)/3 it contains (q - 1 + t)/3 ones and 
(q - I + t)/3 twos. 
Using the MacWilliams identities one can express the weight enumerator 
of M(q) in terms of the weight enumerator of M(q)‘. The resulting weights 
are sums of class numbers. Since somewhat similar sums occur in the trace 
formula for the action of Hecke operators on the spaces of cusp forms on 
the modular group 
r,(3) = 
a b 
i! > 
c d :a&bc=l,c=O(mod3),a-d-1 (mod3) 
I 
one can rewrite the expressions for these weights as follows, cf. [S-V], 
where the case p = 2 was treated. 
(2.3) THEOREM. The number A, of code words of weight i in the Melus 
code M(q) is given by 
-(q- 1) c W,,,(q)(l+ T, ,(q)), 
j=O 
where the polynomials W,> i(q) are ,for 0 < j < i defined by 
wo,, = 1, Wl,, = 0, w1.1 = -2, 
(i+ l) wi+l.,= -iW,,i-2qWi,j+1-2W,,,~,-2(q-i)Wi- 1,,, 
and zero otherwise, and where the Tk(q) denotes the truce qf the Hecke 
operator T, on the space qf cusp forms S,(I’,( 3 )) (with T,(q) = -4). 
For some calculations and examples illustrating this theorem we refer to 
a future report. 
(2.4) Remark. Let g E F,[X] be a quadratic polynomial with distinct 
roots { SI, /I} in F, and let D = C Pi be the divisor of degree n = q - 1 
consisting of all points of P’(F,) minus the roots of g and let G = a + 8. By 
C(D, G) we mean the geometric Goppa code over F, associated to (D, G), 
i.e., 
C(D, G)= {(.fV’JY:::f EUG)}, 
where L(G) is the F,-vector space of rational functions having at most 
simple poles in the points x, fi. The dual C*(D, G) of this code is the 
geometric Goppa code 
{(res,w):l=,: ~EQ(D, G)}, 
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obtained by taking the residues of the differentials o E Q(0, G), the space 
of differentials having at most simple poles in the Pi and regular elsewhere 
with zeroes in cz and /I, see [vL-vdG]. 
Consider the trace to F, of C(D, G). We claim that this code is equivalent 
to the code 
F, .l+ M(q)‘. 
where 1 denotes the vector (1, . . . . 1). To see this, note that we may apply 
a projective transformation y in PGL(2, FY) which transforms the tuple 
{a, /I, co} to (0, cc, 1 }. Thus the code C(D, G) is equivalent to 
C(y(D), y(G)). Since F$ operates on C(y(D), y(G)) this code is equivalent 
to a cyclic code. The space of functions L(y(G)) consists of all aX+ b/X+ c 
with a, b, c E F,. Taking their trace to F, we obtain F, . 1 + M(q)‘. 
Consider the restriction to F, of C*(D, G). (Classically this code is 
denoted as the extended Goppa code T(D, g),see [M-S]). By Delsarte’s 
Theorem this is equivalent to the dual of F, .1 + M(q)‘. 
(2.5) COROLLARY. The non-zero weights in the dual T(D, g)’ of the 
extended ternary Goppa code T(D, g) of a reducible quadratic polynomial g, 
or equivalently of the code F, . 1 + M(q)‘, are 
2(q- 1+ t) 
w, = 
3 
with frequency (q - 1) H( t2 - 4q) for t # 1, 
2(q-1)-t 
u, = 
3 
with frequency 2( q - 1) H( t2 - 4q) for t # 1, 
2q w, =- 
3 
withfrequency 3{(q-l)H(1&4q)+2}. 
As always, t E Z, t = 1 (mod 3), and t2 < 4q. 
It is an easy exercise to determine the complete weight enumerator of 
this code. 
3. A RELATION BETWEEN Two TYPES OF ARTIN~CHREIER CURVES 
Again, p is a prime >2. We consider the (complete non-singular) curve 
M, over FYm defined by 
Y- Y=bX+I 
x 
with beF,*, 
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and the (complete non-singular) curve Z,,, over F,zm defined by 
y4- y=&pn ’ with a E F,*2,. 
The number of points of the curve M, over F,, and of the curve Z,,, over 
Fy~m turn out to be related in the following way. 
(3.1) THEOREM. For b = a@‘+ ’ we have 
# Zo,m(Fyzm) = 2(q2” - l)+q+l-(q”-l).#M,(F,,). 
ProoJ: First note that 
(with 11, denoting the nth roots of 1 in our field) since both are index two 
subgroups of the cyclic group F:zm. We have 
# Z,(F,2,) = q + 1 + q(q”’ - 1)t 
with 
t=t(a)= #{u~p~~~+~:Tr~~~,~(au)=O} 
= # u E p4” + , : Tr,,,, (au+b-!-)=O}. 
Similarly, we have 
with 
s = s(b) = # x E F,*,: Trym,,y (b.x+;)=O} 
= # x E Fy*” : TrynVjy (,+i)=o}. 
One checks that the relation we want is just 
s+t=2.q”-1. 
We distingish two cases. 
6) a is not a square in F,*2,,. 
(*I 
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Then one checks 
(1) The map CX: F,*,-+ F,, given by x + x + b/x is 2 : 1 onto its image. 
(2) The map B: pqrn+ 1+ F, m given by u + au + b/au is 2 : 1 onto its 
image. 
(3) 4F,*,) n BbLym+ 1 )=@ and ~(F~~)u/?(~~~+,)=F~~. 
Indeed, if CC(X) = cc(y) then either x = y or b = xy, i.e., y = b/x and y # x 
(since otherwise b =x2 and a would be a square). Similarly, if p(u) =/I(v) 
then u = v, or uv = b/a2 E puyRz + 1, i.e., v = b/a’u and u # v since otherwise a 
would be a square. To see (3) note that if CC(X) = p(u) then a =x/u or 
a = b/ux, and both are impossible since a does not belong to F,*-. /.Q + , 
The rest follows by counting elements. 
(ii) a is a square in F,*2,. 
There are only two ways to write a as an element of F$ times an element 
of pLym+i, say a=c.[ or as a=(-c).(--c) with CEF,*, and [E,L++~. 
Then b = c2. We have 
(1’) The map a: F,*,,-+ F,, given by x+x + b/x is of degree 2 on 
F$- {c, -c}. 
(2’) The map /I: ,LQ+ l + F,, g iven by u -+ au + b/au is of degree 2 on 
pqrn+, - {c/a, -c/al. 
(3’) ct(F,*,)n B(pqrn+ ,) = { +2c, -2c}, and cc(Fy*m) u /I(/A,~)+ ,) = Fym. 
Indeed, if a(x) = a(y) then either x = y or b = xy and this time we can have 
x2 = b. The second statement goes similarly. If a(x) = p(u) then either 
a= x/u or a == b/ux. This implies x = fc and u = kc. The rest follows by 
counting. 
The equality 
s+t=2.qm- 
is an immediate consequence of ( 1 ), (2), and (3), resp. of ( 1’) (2’), and (3’) 
and of the fact that one out of every q elements of FYm has trace zero. 1 
This result implies a relation between the words of two different codes. 
We consider the linear code over F, in the F,-vectorspace V= 
{f: F$ -+ F,) given by 
C= c(b) e V: c(b)(x) = Trymly (bx+;): b.F,m} 
and define a linear code over F, in the F,-vector space W= 
if: Pp+ 1 -F,l by 
D = {do W: d(a)(x)= Trqzmly(ax): QE F,z,}. 
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We have the relation 
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w(d(a)) = qm + 1 - t(a) 
and 
w(c(b)) = qm - 1 -s(b), 
where we use the notations s(a) and t(b) of the proof above. Now Theorem 3.1 
yields 
w(d(a))+ w(c(b))=2q”-‘(q- 1). 
This result was also obtained by Remijn and Tiersma, but in a rather 
complicated way, see [R-T]. 
(3.2) Remark. A variant of Theorem 3.1 makes it possible to relate the 
complete weight enumerators of the codes C and D associated to the 
families of curves M, and Z,,,. One has to relate the number of points on 
YY- y=&yYm-l + r over F,z,, with that of Yy - Y = bX+ l/X+ a + cPm 
over Fym. 
4. TERNARY ZETTERBERG CODES 
Let q = 3’, r 3 1. As a consequence of Theorem 3.1 we can deduce for 
p = 3 the weight distribution of the code 
from the weight distribution of the dual Melas code M(q)’ discussed in 
Section 2. The code N(q)’ is the dual of the ternary Zetterberg code, see 
[S-V]. 
(4.1) THEOREM. The non-zero weights of the dual ternary Zetterherg 
code N(q)’ are 
M’,= 
2(q + 1 - t) 
3 ’ 
where tEZ, t2<4q and t=l (mod3). 
The weight w, has frequency (q + 1) H( t2 - 4q). 
ProoJ: Let CI be a generator of Fy*2. It suffices to consider the weights 
w(c(d)) of the words 
4~‘) = (Tr(~jx)LEp,,+, for j=O, 1, . . . . q-2. 
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We have to count them with multiplicity q + 1 since multiplying cli by an 
element of j++ i p ermutes the coordinates of a code word. In the notation 
of the previous section we have 
w(c(a-‘))=q+ 1- #{x~~~+,:Tr(a’x)=O} 
=q+l--t. 
The word ~(a’) corresponds under the correspondence of the preceding 
section to the word c(/3’) in M(q)l with coordinates 
Tr(B’x+x-‘) with XEF,* and /?=x~+‘. 
Its weight is q - 1 -s and we have 
s + t = 2q/3. 
It follows that 
w(c(a’)) = 4q/3 - w(c(j3’)). 
The theorem results from this. [ 
Using Theorem (3.1) one can express the weight enumerator of the 
ternary Zetterberg codes A,(z) in terms of the weight enumerator of the 
ternary Melas codes which are known by MacWilliams from the weight 
enumerators of their dual codes. The final result reads 
-+l +2z)+‘Az(z) 
cl+1 
=-&(l-z) y’+’ (1 +z)YP’A,(z) 5 
( > 
- 2( 1 + 22)24’ (1 - z)‘“’ - -& (1 -z)“Y,+-& (1 + 2z)44', 
where q’ = q/3. 
(4.2) COROLLARY. The dual J’(D, g)l of the extended ternary Goppa 
code T(D, g), where g is an irreducible quadratic polynomial g over F, and 
D = sum of all points of F,, has non-zero weights 
2(q+l-r) 
w,= 
3 
with frequency (q + 1) H( t2 - 4q) 
2(q + 1) + t 
u, = 
3 
with frequency 2(q + 1) H( t* - 4q), 
where t E Z, t2 < 4q and t = 1 (mod 3). 
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Proof: Along the lines of Remark (2.4). We have that Z(D, g)l is 
equivalent to F, . 1 + N(q)’ and we reason as in the case of the ternary 
Melas codes. 1 
5. KLOOSTERMAN SUMS 
The zeta function Z(Z,,,, t) of the curve Z,/F+, defined by 
1% Z(Z,,rm t) =c # Z,,,(Fy2mn) ;, II 2 I 
is well known. It can be determined following, e.g., the method of Hasse- 
Davenort, cf. [H-D]. We have 
fYz,,m > t) := (1 - t)( 1 - q2”t) Z(Za,JFy2m, t) 
= n (1 +x’(a)-’ gw, V’)t), 
where the product is over pairs (x’, Ic/) of characters with $ a non-trivial 
additive character of F, and Ic/’ = Ic/ . Tryhly and x’ a non-trivial multiplicative 
character of Fqjnr whose order divides qm - 1. Moreover, g(x’, II/‘) is the 
Gauss sum over F+. So the trace t(F) of Frobenius (= (q2” + 1) - 
# Z,,,(F,h)) satisfies 
- t(F) = c x’(a) ~l gw, ICI’), 
where the sum is over the same pairs as the product. 
On the other hand, also the zeta function of the curve M, can be 
determined. Let $0 be a fixed non-trivial additive character of F,. Then the 
zeta function is given by 
with the product over y in Fz and where K($, c, d) is the Kloosterman 
sum defined as 
K($,c,d)=x$.Tr 
.r 
with x running through F$. Indeed, the cohomology Ha,(M,, Q,) splits in 
2-dimensional pieces according to Lemma (1.1). The L-functions of the 
pieces are, e.g., given in [Se, p. 901. 
Let T(F) = qm + 1 - # Mh(Fy) be the trace of Frobenius on Hd,(M,, a,). 
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Our Theorem 3.1 is equivalent to the relation 
-t(P)=(q-l)+(q”‘-l)r(P). 
We shall prove this relation directly, thereby providing an alternative proof 
of Theorem 3.1. 
(5.1) PROPOSITION. We have the relation 
C x’(a) ’ g(x’, $7 = (4 - 1) - (4’” - 1) C K($“, Y, 9). 
Proof: We start by noting that we have for c # 0 in F,* 
&a!‘> $‘I = x’(c)-’ g(x’, ‘ha if $(x) = IclO(cx). 
So we find after putting 
that 
Y = C x’(a) ~ ’ idx’, $‘I 
Y = C g(x’, $b) x’(a) ~ ’ 1 x’(c) ~ ‘, 
with the first sum over the same x’ as before and the second over Fy*. The 
inner sum is either q - 1 or 0 depending on whether x’ is trivial or not on 
F,*. Using the fact that taking the (q’“- l)/(q- 1)th power maps a 
generator of the multiplicative group of F y2m to a generator of the multi- 
plicative group of F, we find: x’ is trivial on F,* if and only if x’ is a Nth 
power with N=(q”- l)/g.c.d.(q”-1, (q2”-l)/(q-l))=(q-1)/2. So we 
find 
Y = (4 - 1) C g(x’, $b) x’(a) -‘, 
wih the sum here over the non-trivial x’ which are Nth powers and 
y = (4 - 1) + (9 - 1) C dx’, $b) x’(a) ml 
if we include the trivial character in the summation. We now use the 
well-known relation of HasseeDavenport, which says (cf. [H-D]) 
- &‘> $7 = C&3 V’)12t 
where the second g is a Gauss sum over F,,, and x and $” are the characters 
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on FqVt obtained from XI (resp. $‘) by j(’ = z(Ny2mJ )) (resP. 
I,V = $” . Try2miym). But g(x, $ ) ” 2 is a sum of Kloosterman sums: 
g(x, 1c/“)2 = C x(e) KC@‘, 1, e), 
where e runs through F$ and with 
K($“,c,d)=&V’ 
x 
We find after setting h = aY”’ + ’ the relation 
Y=q-l-(q--I)CK(~,,l,e)CX(e)X(b)~’ 
e Y 
with e running through F$ and x running through the multiplicative 
characters of F$, which are Nth powers. We obtain 
P=(q-l)-(q--l)q~~K(~~,l,e), 
“ 
where the sum is over all elements e of Fy*2” for which X(eb- ‘) = 1 for all 
x occurring in our sum. But e has this property if and only if eh -’ is a 
square in F,*. Thus we find 
where the sum is over the squares y2 in Fy*. Using the fact that 
K($, u, uu) = K(II/, 1, u’u) we finally obtain in this way 
Y = (4 - 1) - (C- 1) c K(ICI,, Y  by)> 
where we sum over all y in F,T. 1 
In a letter to D. Harris, N. Katz explains which values the Kloosterman 
sums K(IC/, 1, b) can assume in the ternary case. This implies which values 
the number of points on the curve Y3 - Y = X + b/X can assume in charac- 
teristic 3. Our Proposition 1.2 answers a question posed in that letter. 
(5.2) Remark. Consider the curve R, defined by the equation 
Yy- Y=aX with a E Fyzn,, a # 0 
It has a canonical map 7~: R, -+ P’ given by (x, y) + X. 
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We introduce the generating function 
logH(t)= c #{e~R,(F,:~~):n(Q)t,r,-.,*}X. 
I721 
If we write 
Z(M,, 2) = P(Mb, f) (1 -t)(l -q”t) 
with b = uqm+ ’ then we easily obtain that H(t) is a rational function: 
1 
H(t)=(l-l)(l-q”t)P(M,,r). 
This partial zeta function H(t) satisfies a functional equation, 
=4 m(l+n)t2+2Rff(t) with g=genus of Mh=q-1. 
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